
 
 

Inquiry from: 
 

Company:  Candle Workshop Ltd. (Svecu darbnīca) 

Address:  Inzenieru 101, LV – 3601 Ventspils, Lettland 

Website:  www.svecudarbnica.lv 

Contact person: Artis Treimanis 

Phone:  +371 293 535 71 or +371 292 513 35 

E-mail:  info@svecudarbnica.lv and svecudarbnica@gmail.com 

 

Products and services: 
 

The company Candle Workshop Ltd.  (Svecu darbnica) is located in Ventspils, Latvia, close to Latvian 

capital city-Riga. The company is very successful and well established on the Latvian market. 
 

For more information please have a look at their website: www.svecudarbnica.lv and at the attached 

presentation in English. 

 

The company is offering 3 different candle products: 
 

1) The first product for Svecu darbnica (Candle Workshop) is a complete candle making kit 

original with perfume. In a complete candle making kit is everything included, which is 

necessary to make your own candle in home conditions. In other words an activity for the 

whole family. 
 

2) The second product is candles with decorations. Svecu darbnica (Candle Workshop) provides 

candles in all color and with by the customer chosen decorations, which makes the candles 

unique and which means that they can be used for Christmas, Easter, New Year, City, 

Valentine’s Day, Horoscope, Souvenir and other collections. 
 

3) The third product is especially produced candles according to individual customer orders. 

Svecu darbnica (Candle Workshop) produces candles with individual decorations as photos, 

animations, drawings, logos, congratulation wishes and other. Special offers for companies! 

Our designers are specialized in candles and are able to make the best candle solutions. 
 

 

Co-operation proposal: 
 

Candle Workshop (Svecu darbnica) is looking for sales partners in Sweden, i.e. companies interested 

in being agents or distributors in order to be able to enter the Scandinavian market. 
 

A sales partner will also be able to label the products with their own trade mark. 
 

 

Background to the contact and inquiry: 
 

Gun-Marie Östedt-Axelsson, Representative for Invest Halland has met Artis Treimanis at the 

Business Baltic Arena match making event in Copenhagen on June 18-19, 2012 – 

www.b2match.eu/balticbusiness2012 

 

Artis’ father has been working in the candle business for a long time, which means that Artis has 

grown up with this business. 

 

Artis has also studied at Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan (KTH) in Stockholm during half a year 

through the Erasmus programme. 
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